
                  Nana TechnologyAnna Cooke is an artist and a PhD student in Social and Environmental Psychology at UQ. Her 
research focuses on motivational approaches to lowering the environmental impact of Australian 
households. She balances this science practice with environmentally focused creative arts, 
including lino printing using natural paints, recycling paper into sculptures, mobiles and jewellery, 
embroidery to transform old clothes into exciting new ones and much more. 
http://flightpathsforpaperbirds.com

Rozina Suliman is a media and installation artist,  independent curator and a founding member of 
the Environmental Art Collective, in Brisbane. 

Through digital video, installation and photography, Rozina explores the relationship between 
humans and the natural world and how we have impacted these environments. Her interactive 
spaces provoke thought and prompt viewers to explore and re-asses their relationship with these 
environments. She has been involved in many collaborative projects and is working towards a 
practice that thoroughly integrates scientific ideas and art. Ultimately, Rozina hopes this synthesis
will provide a heightened awareness of environmental issues by way of disseminating scientific 
information through art. 

Rozina is also interested in collaboration with other artforms. Recently she worked with 
choreographer, Claire Marshall (www.clairemarshall.com.au) developing installation art and 
designing sets for dance performance, Hey Scenester! Rozina also worked with sound designer 
LALITICS (www.songsareforever.com) in 2009.
www.environmentalartcollective.com.au        



We believe that connections are the essential element for resilience for current and 
future problems, both for people and environments. 

This is a space for collaborations, connections and exchanges of knowledge and skills 
between people, for good. To plant the idea seeds for, and nurture, the art of living lightly 
on the earth. The art of living lightly in ourselves.

Tucked in your mind are many experiences, information and knowledge that are infinitely 
valuable. Your own expertise and skills may be a match for a question that someone else 
has. Or maybe the combination of your worldview and someone else’s may be 
transformative for both of you. With knowledge of the interconnectedness between 
systems, hopefully an awareness of the need for all actions to have positive outcomes 
for these systems will arise.

          
                 
 

        I would wish a far greater reward
                                   than payment
                          to converse and connect, 
                  however briefly...

       Of goods; to give,  
                   to exchange,
   to know the hands 
and mind who crafted
            and be known in turn.

          We can step outside the broken systems,
                    to a future of our choice.

  The whole of knowledge, experiences 
     and collaborations,
   yours and mine and ours is greater 
                              than the sum 
                                        of each alone. 
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In this space, we would like you to have a think about 
these questions…

What language(s) do you speak? 
What can you make?  
What have you studied?
What books have you read? 
Where have you travelled? 
What things can you/do you enjoy doing? 
What could you teach someone else?

This may take some contemplation, so please sit down and have 
a cup of tea. You may also like to select a craft activity from our 
workbox/ tables to work on while contemplating!

After thinking/ crafting, we would like you to have a 
conversation! To facilitate new conversations, there are some 
cards on the table, for you to fill out as you please and give to 
people around you. Invite someone to tea! In this way you are 
invited to collaborate with us, by having your own separate 
conversations and engaging in craft activities.

We will imagine you swapping and building ideas, sharing skills,  
making plans, getting excited, and thinking about solutions to 
problems, over cups of tea...

Nana Technology; 

1. old crafts reinterpreted; utilising new technology. In particular, 
the internet, and its ability to connect people with similar interests 
from all over the world (eg. online sewing, quilting, cooking, 
building, making and other craft groups), and provide links to 
expert knowledge.
 
2. the use of these crafts as part of an approach to living; with 
conscious and careful consumption, minimal waste, sharing and 
swapping between friends, families and neighbours according to 
need.  

The use of nana technology is often linked with a desire to give 
cups of tea and food, with an accompanying belief that most 
problems can be solved by/over a cup of tea!
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Hello, my name is______________________________________________________________

I know a lot about ______________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________

I know a bit about ______________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________

I know a little bit about__________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________

I would like to know more about _________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________

Would you like to have a conversation? 

Almost all materials in this piece were scrounged, salvaged, recycled or repurposed. 
We did buy some new thread, and some fabric was from personal hoards. 
Craft processes, traditional and new, adapted and developed, were 
used to construct this work. 

Inspiration and further reading:
optimistic future visions 
imagining better paradigms
transition towns 
new economics foundation
slow movement
BrisLETS

As always, thanks to our families, 
friends and housemates for supporting 
productive chaos in our shared spaces 
and to Reverse Garbage for existing! 
 


